IT SUPPORT GUIDE
FOR IN-PERSON
AND VIRTUAL OFFICES
Tips for choosing
an IT partner you
can trust.

Offices around the world
are undergoing a rapid rate
of change. In fact, in the time
it takes for you to read this
sentence, the Canadian work
place will have changed again.

More and more offices are going virtual and an
increasing number of employees are working remotely.
For companies operating in person, the landscape has
shifted, too. Cybersecurity continues to be a major focus
while technological innovations present new
and sometimes confusing options.
Technology has revolutionized the way we work and
more than ever, we are reliant on secure data, consistent
and seamless access to information, and immediate
intervention should a data breach occur.
In the face of rapid change, trust and transparency –
together with an eye on the bottom line – are more
important than ever.
Faced with the demands of IT support in this
environment, organizations are relying on an outsourced
IT support partner who works silently in the background
to ensure email, security, patching, network and server
management and monitoring, as well as the applications
are working optimally.
Within this guide you will find:

• Information about managed IT and why it makes
sense for businesses.

• Pros and cons of outsourcing vs. internal IT solutions.
• Questions to ask any potential consultant who will
be supporting your network to help you determine
the right one for your business.
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Managed IT – Why It Makes Sense for Businesses
Managed IT is key to improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of the operations at your company,
without the surprise costs normally associated
with IT support. In the past, IT support has
operated on the break/fix model that plumbers
use. It breaks, you call someone to fix it and they
charge you for their time.
On the other hand, a trusted IT partner is just that
– a trustworthy team that works on a transparent,
fixed monthly fee to proactively monitor your
network, detect and fix small issues before they
become costly downtime and advise you on your
security exposure.

The Benefits of a Trusted IT Partner
1. You focus on productivity and profit, we

focus on taking care of your infrastructure
for a fixed fee
Unlike companies with an in-house IT
generalist, a trusted IT support partner has
the time, resources and expertise to focus
on monitoring and being proactive. By
outsourcing repetitive and mundane tasks
to a Managed Service Provider (MSP), your
internal IT employee can focus on strategic
projects that will help with moving your
business forward. Of course, there are small
businesses who don’t have an internal team,
but still need IT support. By partnering with
an IT support team who charges a transparent
flat-fee, you can focus on what matters most
to your business without worrying about
sudden IT costs.

2. Expertise and Experience On Tap
Keeping up with the rapidly changing face of
IT and data security – it can be a lot to take on.
Even an internal team may not be fully aware
of all the possibilities available to your business.
A trusted IT support partner has more tools
and skill sets at their disposal to solve problems
quicker or before they happen. Plus, they have
more IT-specific knowledge that can be helpful

in critical areas such as security, and Backup
and Disaster Recovery.

3. Support and Security 24/7
As remote working and virtual offices
emerge as a lasting trend, security threats
to confidential data are increasing. Workfrom-home employees using home internet
connections to access corporate servers mean
companies need to take more sophisticated
precautions against ransomware, phishing and
malicious email attacks. A trusted IT support
partner has the expertise and knowledge
to protect your remote employees and your
corporate data. They can also offer educational
updates that teach you and your employees
when to question unusual activity and how to
be hypervigilant to cybercriminal tactics.

4. Decreased Downtime
When a server fails or a security breach results
in downtime, companies without IT support
face reduced productivity and diminished
profits. If your business relies in technology,
IT risk management should be part of your
plan. A trusted IT support partner takes a
proactive approach that can prevent problems
before they happen, ensure systems and
information are constantly backed up and
offer proactive monitoring.

5. Transparent costs
Unlike using the break/fix model or an
internal IT employee, having a trusted IT
support partner means access to an entire
team of experts working behind the scenes,
with your business interests in mind. For
a fixed rate, you have dedicated service,
regular check ins, constant monitoring and
expert advice on security issues. Being able
to anticipate and budget for the cost of an IT
partner who ensures the smooth operation
of your infrastructure means that IT support
is not a cost of doing business, but a way
to ensure success.
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YOUR INTERNAL IT GUY VERSUS A TRUSTED IT PARTNER
A trusted IT support partner can work independently or with your existing internal IT staff
to create a robust IT ecosystem that runs smoothly. There are benefits to either option, but
it is important to figure out which option works best for your business needs.

Should You Have an IT Partner or Keep
IT In-House?
Having your own dedicated IT staff means having
an internal resource who knows your business
thoroughly. Yet, as a staff member, they haven’t
got the time or resources to monitor your systems
around the clock or manage a virtual office
environment. Nor are they an expert in all the
special knowledge areas that come with today’s
IT landscape. For many small and medium-sized
businesses, a trusted IT support partner is often a
better and more cost-effective solution. Weighing
the pros and cons of each scenario can help in
determining which option will best serve your
business.

In-House IT Support: Pros

Co-sourcing IT Support: Pros
• Your business requirements are clearly

understood by an IT partner with proven
experience, staff, tools and processes that
are vital to proactively manage your business.

• IT provider is an extension of your company

and is intricately involved in the management
and maintenance of your infrastructure.

• Zero overhead costs associated with
in-house staff.

• Fixed monthly fee for less than fulltime
wages.

• Seamless and constant monitoring, as well
as on-call service around the clock.

• Immediate access to a tech support person

• No downtime for sick days because your

• Internal staff understand your business and

• Access to specific and general expertise

• IT support staffer’s salary remains a fixed cost,

• No hidden or sudden business costs

who can address issues.
business goals.

regardless of the tasks undertaken.

In-House IT Support: Cons
• Hiring a full-time IT professional is expensive

and includes costly overheads like hardware,
benefits and professional development to
stay abreast of new technology.

• Technological expertise may be limited to

specific areas, so dealing with new or evolving
issues may incur additional costs from hiring
an IT consultant expert in the issue.

• Internal IT person can’t monitor a virtual
office 24/7.

IT support is part of a larger team.
from one team.

associated with break/fix IT consultants.

Co-sourcing IT Support: Cons
• Hiring break/fix IT support to address

emergences can lead to expensive fixes.

• Emergency IT support from a third party
isn’t familiar with your business.

• One-off outsourced IT specialists are not

involved in your day-to-day and are only
around when you have scheduled service
or there is an issue, leading to onboarding
downtime.
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Hiring a Trusted IT support partner
Finding an IT support partner allows businesses
to stay focused on their own core offerings
without getting sidetracked on IT projects. It
also allows businesses access to cutting-edge
resources and expertise, without the costs
typically associated with staying ahead of the
technology curve. Partnering with a local firm
provides the right combination of cost savings,
flexibility and around-the-clock support.
Here are six questions you need to ask before
hiring an IT partner.

1. How long have they been providing
IT service?

Although more years in service does not
necessarily translate to a better technical
service, working with an IT provider with a
solid reputation, longevity and decades of
expertise does provide some assurance that
the company will still be around next year.

2. Can they work with your business to meet
its unique needs?

Any IT provider should have the expertise
to tailor their solutions to meet the
requirements of your business. They should
be able clearly illustrate that they can focus
on your problem, how they’ll address it and
why they offer a better solution than their
competition.

before they affect business operations. They
should also offer to do a network security
assessment to obtain a baseline of any
hidden issues you face.

4. What kind of redundancy do they offer?
Even the healthiest networks fail at times,
so a backup solution is invaluable. Talk
with the provider to see what maintenance
services are included in your package. Also,
understand clearly what is not included so
there are no billing surprises if something
goes wrong later.

5. How do they report and communicate
their results?

An IT provider should deliver monthly
status reports and quarterly business
reviews. You should expect a clear chain of
communication, so you know what to do
and who to contact if you require immediate
support. The best option is an IT provider who
assigns you a dedicated point person.

6. What kind of support do they provide?
Before signing on with any IT provider, you
should know the level of support provided.
Do they have a phone tree and ticketing
procedures? Do they answer their phones live
and have emergency after hours support?
Do they monitor the services on your behalf?

3. What remote monitoring and security
measures do they have in place?

The IT provider you chose should insist on
remotely monitoring your network day and
night to proactively fix any security issues
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WAS THIS
GUIDE
HELPFUL?

Let us know if you have any other questions by emailing
support@integaIT.com or by calling us at 613-260-1114.

Who we are and why Intega IT offers trusted
IT support
The name ‘Intega IT’ was first introduced to
Ottawa in 2014, but our history dates to 2001,
when we started as a managed IT service
provider for residences and small companies.
Over time, the IT support industry evolved,
technology changed, workplaces went remote
and as the demand for cybersecurity measures
grew, so did we.

As a boutique service company, we offer
scalable, customized support rather than
off-the-shelf solutions, and ‘always on’ proactive
monitoring and maintenance.
We work as your partner, creating forwardthinking business IT that eliminates security
exposure and mitigates risk. We offer integrated
IT management that identifies and patches
problems before they affect businesses with
costly downtime and data loss. We offer rapid
escalation and resolution of issues, with no
phone tree. And by doing right by our clients,
we create work-life balance because that means
less worry and more time to build and grow.
Our team of experts work diligently to align our
goals with business needs, and it shows: The
majority of our clients purchase full IT managed
services, to ensure that all aspects of their
IT infrastructure is reliable and dependable
around the clock.
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The Intega IT Free Network and Security
Assessment – What to expect
If you are a business owner dealing with chronic
computer problems, data issues, viruses, error
messages, but aren’t sure who to turn to, we
have the solution.
A free Network and Security Assessment from
Intega IT will ensure that proper security controls
are present in your IT network. We will put our
expertise, insights and experience to work for
you so that you can make an informed choice
that works for your business and gives you
leverage and peace of mind.
Our Assessment will generate a Client Risk
Summary which will highlight any issues we
uncovered. It also includes all the information
in easy-to-read charts and graphs which we will
help us discuss solutions that will benefit your
business now and in the future.

THE FOLLOWING DISCOVERY
TASKS WILL BE PERFORMED:
• Identify Domain Controllers
and Online status
• Enumerate FSMO roles at the site
• List the Organizational units and
Security Groups with members
• List users in AD, status, and
lost login/use to help identify
potential security risks
• Detect Local Mail Servers
• Detect Time Servers
• Create a comprehensive list
of Network Shares by Server
• Detect Major Applications
• Web Server Discovery and
Identification

TO REQUEST A NETWORK
AND SECURITY ASSESSMENT
FOR YOUR BUSINESS:
Email: sales@intega.ca
Phone: +1 613 260 1114
www.intega.ca

• System by System Event Log
Analysis
• Detailed Domain Controller
Event Log Analysis
• Network Discovery for Non-A/D
Devices
• SQL Server Analysis
• Internet Domain Analysis
• Missing Security Updates
• Internet Access and Speed Test
• External Security Vulnerabilities
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